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Introduction

High Dynamic Range (HDR) images reproduce a high range of luminosity. So both very dark and
very bright details are combined in one image. With most photography techniques it is not
possible to achieve this high range of luminosity with one single exposure time. So a HDR image is
created from images with different exposure times.
The HDR image cannot be displayed directly on most displays. So a scaled reduction in brightness
contrast to a Low Dynamic Range (LDR) image is necessary for displaying the HDR image. This
procedure is called “tone mapping”.
HDR imaging technique is interesting for surface inspection for materials made from metal or for
endoscopy.
VisualApplets is the integrated development environment for real-time applications on FPGAprocessors in image processing. This solution is used in numerous industrial applications and in a
variety of industries. VisualApplets opens up access to FPGA processors in image processing
hardware – such as frame grabbers, industrial cameras, and image processing devices – to realize
individual image processing applications.
The approach to modeling FPGA programming using data flow models on a graphical user
interface makes it easy for hard- as well as software developers and application engineers to
intuitively generate applet designs for complex image processing procedures in short order – even
with no hardware programming proficiency.
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The Applet “High Dynamic Range”

The dynamic range of the sensor is the ratio of the brightest pixel intensity to the darkest pixel
intensity that the camera can capture within a single frame. The aim is to present a similar range
of luminance to that experienced through the human visual system. The bit depth of the output
pixels sets an upper limit on the sensor dynamic range.
However, some commonly encountered scenes exist which overwhelm such sensors. Well-known
examples are backlit conditions (i.e. a subject standing in front of a window), outdoor scenes with
deep shadows and sunsets, and nighttime scenes with bright artificial lights. Building a HDR
camera suitable for the full range of scene conditions is not inexpensive. The purpose of an HDR
algorithm is therefore to extend effective pixel bit depth and reduce noise.
The method of rendering an HDR image to a standard monitor or printing device for displaying the
results is called “tone mapping”. This method reduces the overall contrast of an HDR image to
facilitate display on devices or printouts with lower dynamic range.
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Image Processing Results

In Fig. 1 you can see an image sequence with exposure times of 1 ms, 10 ms and 20 ms. The
resulting HDR image is shown in Fig. 2.

a) Exposure time: 1 ms

b) Exposure time: 10 ms

c) Exposure time: 20 ms
Fig. 1: Image sequence with different exposure times
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Fig. 2: Resulting tone mapped HDR image
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Structure of the Design

We have implemented VisualApplets examples for HDR/LDR image processing for cameras with
Bayer, RGB or grayscale sensors for a microEnable 5 marathon VCL platform as default.
An HDR image is created from a sequence of three images with different exposure times.
Two algorithms are implemented. One is based on the algorithm of Debevec and Malik [Deb97]
and the calculation of the camera response function (refer to chapter 4.1), the second is based on
a weighted linear combination of the images from the sequence (refer to chapter 4.2). The tone
mapping algorithm is implemented according to Reinhard [Rei02] and Fattal [Fat02].
The approach according to Debevec and Malik is available in Camera Link Base configuration, the
weighted linear algorithm in Camera Link Base and Full configuration.
[Deb97] P. E. Debevec, J. Malik: Recovering High Dynamic Range Radiance Maps from Photographs. Proceedings of
SIGGRAPH 97, Computer Graphics Proceedings, Annual Conference Series, pp. 369-378, August 1997.
[Fat02] R. Fattal et al.: Gradient Domain High Dynamic Range Compression. ACM Transactions on Graphics 21, 3, pp.
249–256, July 2002.
[Rei02] E. Reinhard. et al.: Photographic Tone reproduction for digital Images. ACM Transactions on Graphics 21, 3, pp.
267–276, July 2002.
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4.1 High Dynamic Range and Low Dynamic Range Example Using
Camera Response Function

Fig. 3: Basic design structure (for a Bayer pattern camera in base configuration)
The exposure times should be chosen that way that every image pixel is at least in one image of
the exposure sequence neither under nor over exposed. You can set these times with the
operators SignalWidth width1 to width3 in the hierarchical box Trigger.
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Fig. 4: Content of the hierarchical box HDR
The HDR/LDR algorithm for filming scenes with very wide luminosity scale with very dark and very
bright objects is implemented in VisualApplets for cameras with grayscale ("HDR_CRC_Gray.va"),
Bayer ("HDR_CRC_Bayer.va") and color ("HDR_CRC_Color.va") sensors.
You can find the VisualApplets design for “High Dynamic Range” with camera response function
under:
\examples\Processing\HighDynamicRange\HDR_CRC_Bayer.va
\examples\Processing\HighDynamicRange\HDR_CRC_Color.va
\examples\Processing\HighDynamicRange\HDR_CRC_Gray.va
The used algorithms are explained in detail in the “User Documentation” in chapter 9.10.1
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4.2 High Dynamic Range and Low Dynamic Range Example with a
Weighted Linear Ansatz
This example differs from the example using camera response function (refer to chapter 4.1) by
the HDR algorithm.

Fig. 5: Basic design structure (for a Bayer pattern camera in base configuration)
The exposure times should be chosen that way that every image pixel is at least in one image of
the exposure sequence neither under nor over exposed. You can set these times with the
operators SignalWidth width1 to width3 in the hierarchical box Trigger.
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Fig. 6: Content of the hierarchical box HDR
The HDR/LDR algorithm for filming scenes with very wide luminosity scale with very dark and very
bright objects is implemented in VisualApplets for cameras with grayscale, Bayer and color
sensors.
You can find the VisualApplets design for “High Dynamic Range” with weighted linear ansatz under
\examples\Processing\HighDynamicRange\HDR_linearW_Bayer_3_Base.va
\examples\Processing\HighDynamicRange\HDR_linearW_Color_3_Base.va
\examples\Processing\HighDynamicRange\HDR_linearW_Gray_3_Base.va
\examples\Processing\HighDynamicRange\HDR_linearW_Bayer_3_Full.va
\examples\Processing\HighDynamicRange\HDR_linearW_Color_3_Full.va
The used algorithms are explained in detail in the “User Documentation” in chapter 9.10.2
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